INTRODUCTION
The Iwasawa main conjecture gives a relation between the ideal class groups of towers of cyclotomic number fields and certain p-adic L-functions. (See Section 2 for the precise formulation.) In [6] , Mazur and Wiles first proved this conjecture for abelian number fields. Wiles [10] has developed this method and proved the conjecture for CM fields. For abelian number fields, in [7] and [3] , Rubin and Greither have given other proofs using the Euler system which are completely different. In Rubin's and Greither's proofs, they use the Euler systems of cyclotomic units which was constructed by Kolyvagin [5] . In [7] , Rubin extended Kolyvagin's methods, and studied cyclotomic units and the plus class groups of Q(+ p ) which is the cyclotomic Z p -extension of a ground field Q(+ p ). From these results, using Kummer duality, we can return to the minus class groups and prove this conjecture. Greither studied a more general case by using cyclotomic units and proved the Iwasawa main conjecture for all p (including p=2) and all ground fields F which are abelian number fields.
In this paper, we study the minus parts of the ideal class groups directly using Gauss sums instead of cyclotomic units. This method gives some information on the structure of the minus class groups which cannot be obtained from cyclotomic units. (See [1] .) Kolyvagin [5] showed that some family of Gauss sums becomes an Euler system in his sense. By using this Euler system of Gauss sums, Rubin [8] determined the structure of the /-component of the p-part of the ideal class group of Q(+ p ) as an abelian group in terms of a certain``higher Stickelberger ideal.'' We use the Euler systems of Gauss sums systematically for cyclotomic number fields Q(+ p m+1) with m 0, and get information on the ideal class groups of Q(+ p m+1) (see Proposition 4.5), thus proving the Iwasawa main conjecture. This method can be generalized to abelian number fields, hence we will prove this conjecture for ground fields K which satisfy certain conditions. (See Section 2 for the conditions.)
The content of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we recall the formulation of the Iwasawa main conjecture. In Section 3, we study Kolyvagin's and Rubin's methods, and state their results. In Section 4, using the results of Section 3, we prove the main conjecture in the case p>2 for ground fields K which are abelian number fields satisfying certain conditions. I thank Professor M. Kurihara for his valuable advice and encouragement.
NOTATION
Let p be an odd prime, and 2 a finite abelian group. We suppose that all characters of 2 take values in Q p _ For any character / of 2, we define the idempotent e / as follows.
Further, let e~/= 1 |2| :
If two characters / 1 and / 2 of 2 satisfy / 1 =/ 2 _ for some _ # Gal(Q p ÂQ p ), we say / 1 is conjugate to / 2 over Q p , and we write / 1 t/ 2 . We can easily check e~/ # Q p [2] , e~/= t/ e , e~2 / =e~/ , / : rep. e~/=1 (the sum / : rep. ranges over all representatives of Q p -conjugacy classes of characters of 2),
, and let O / denote the 2-module which is O / as an additive group and on which 2 acts via /.
From now on, we assume p | 3 |2|. Then we have e~/ # Z p [2] and e~
Then for any a # M / and _ # 2, we have _a=/(_) a.
From the above arguments, we have M / $e~/ M as Z p [2]-modules. In particular, M / is independent of the choice of representative / of Q p -conjugacy class.
If H is a subgroup of 2 which is contained in ker /, we can regard / as a character of 2ÂH. Then we have
The above decomposition of Z p [2] implies that M is decomposed as
where / runs over all representatives of Q p -conjugacy classes of characters of 2.
By our assumption p | 3 |2|, the functor M [ M / is exact. The image of a # M to M / is e~/ a, and we denote it sometimes by a / .
THE IWASAWA MAIN CONJECTURE
In this section, we will state the Iwasawa main conjecture. This conjecture can be stated for a general imaginary abelian number field KÂQ and a rational prime p, but we assume here the following conditions. Let p>2 and assume:
II. Every prime above p does not split in KÂK + , where K + is the maximal real subfield of K.
Let 2=Gal(KÂQ). By Assumption I, p is tamely ramified in K and any character / of 2 is``of the first kind.'' Assumption II is equivalent to /( p){1 for every odd character / of 2 (cf. [9, Theorem 3.7] ).
Let K ÂK be the cyclotomic Z p -extension. For each m 0, there exists a field
Here, 1 is the trivial character of 2, u is a fixed topological generator of 1+ pZ p and L p (/, s) is the Kubota-Leopoldt p-adic L-function. For any number field F, we denote the p-part of the class group of F by A(F ). We put X= A(K m ) where the inverse limit is taken with respect to the norm maps. Let |: (ZÂp) _ Ä Z p _ be the Teichmu ller character. The original formulation of the main conjecture is as follows.
Theorem 2.1. For every odd character / of 2,
as ideals of the ring 4 / .
(See Section 4 for the definition of``char(
There exist several equivalent forms of the main conjecture. Next, we will state another formulation. For each m 0, define
(For the precise definitions, see [7] .)
Put V = V m , E = E m , where the inverse limits are taken with respect to the norm maps.
Theorem 2.2. For every even character / of 2,
Rubin and Greither proved Theorem 2.2 by using Euler systems of cyclotomic units, and showed Theorem 2.1 from Theorem 2.2 by the Kummer duality (cf. [3, 7] ). We use Gauss sums instead of cyclotomic units and prove Thorem 2.1 directly.
THE EULER SYSTEMS OF GAUSS SUMS
In this section, we will introduce the Euler systems of Gauss sums, following Kolyvagin and Rubin (cf. [5, 8] ).
Fix a rational prime p>2 and let F be an abelian number field. Then, there exists an integer N such that F Q(+ N ) by Kronecker Weber theorem. We assume N is minimal, that is, N is the conductor of F. Define L=Q(+ N ). Further put N= p t N 0 with t 0, p | 3 N 0 and N 0 # " 2 (mod 4). Fix M which is a power of p such that M>p t and let S denote the set of positive squarefree integers whose prime divisors l satisfy l#1 (mod MN 0 ). These l 's split completely in LÂQ, and for every n # S, we can see
for every n # S and every prime l # S, where _ l is a fixed generator of G l . Fix an element $ of Gal(LÂQ) and extend $ to $ # Gal(Q(+ NM )ÂQ). For every n # S, fix an integer b n such that
Let n # S, r#1 (mod nN ) be a rational prime, and R be a prime of L( + n ) above r. We define a Gauss sum g(n, R,`r) by g(n, R,`r)= :
where = n, R : (ZÂr) _ Ä + nN denotes the character given by
$&b n then we can show :(n, R) is independent of the choice of`r and :(n, R) # L(+ n ) _ . Further, let r be a prime of F(+ n ) below R and define
_ is the norm map. It is easy to see that :(n, r) is well defined, namely, for a prime r of F(+ n ) above r, :(n, r) is independent of the choice of R above r. Kolyvagin showed that the set [:(n, r)] satisfies the property of an``Euler system''.
Next, we will define the set [$(n)] n constructed from Stickelberger elements.
For n # S, define the Stickelberger element %(n) by
We write L= * Z* for the group of fractional ideals of F. For every rational prime l, write
For each prime l # S, assume that * is a prime of F of degree 1 lying above l. Define a``logarithm'' map
_ is the generator corresponding to the generator _ l # G l . Similarly, for each prime l # S, we define a map & l by g
where x~is a lifting of x # F _ Â(F _ ) M to F _ which is prime to l. We have already defined the automorphism { a # Gal(L(+ n )ÂQ) which sends each`# + nN to`a. Define { N, a # Gal(LÂQ) and { n, a # G n by
By restriction, we regard { N, a as an element of G=Gal(FÂQ).
From now on, suppose F is imaginary and let G=Gal(FÂQ)$2_G p where p | 3 |2| and G p is a p-group. Let / be an odd character of 2 such that /{|.
For any n # S, if \ is a prime of F satisfying a certain condition, we can define
, where r is any prime of F( + n ) lying above \; that is, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 3.1 (Rubin [8, Proposition 2.3]).
For every n # S and a prime \ of F lying above a rational prime r#1 (mod nN ), there is a unique
for every prime r of F(+ n ) above \. Further,
The next theorem can be proved by using a result of Kolyvagin on the properties of Gauss sums. , and there are primes r and r$ of F(+ n ) above \ and \$, respectively, whose projections into A(F(+ n )) / are the same. Then
Next, we will state the following theorem, which is an application of the Chebotarev theorem. The proof of this theorem is the same as Rubin's proof. Indeed, putting [7 (ii) l#1 (mod MkN 0 n), where l is the rational prime below *.
for all w # W, and there is u # (ZÂM ) _ such that . * (w)=u (w) for all w # W.
Remark. By using these results, Rubin [8] determined the structure of A(Q(+ p )) / for every odd character /{|. This result is similarly shown for a general abelian number field F under our assumptions I, II (cf. [1] ).
PROOF OF THE IWASAWA MAIN CONJECTURE
In this section, we will prove Theorem 2.1 (the Iwasawa main conjecture) stated in Section 2. Let p, K, 2, ... be as in Section 2.
First, we will define the characteristic ideal``char(X / )'' for any character / of 2. By Iwasawa's theorem, X / is a finitely generated torsion 4 / -module, then it is quasi-isomorphic to a module of the form k j=1 4 / Âf j 4 / with f j # 4 / . We define the characteristic ideal of X / as (> k j=1 f j ) 4 / and denote it by char(X / ).
Fix an odd character / of 2. If /=|, then X | is zero (cf. [2, p. 72] ). So we assume /{|. Let K / be the fixed field of the kernel of /, and put
Because / is``of the first kind,'' we can write its conductor p a N 0 with a=0 or 1, p | 3 N 0 and N 0 # " 2 (mod 4). Hence the conductor of F m is p m+1 N 0 for any m 0. We use the result of Section 3 for F m , then we get
Let L=Q(+ pN 0 ) and L m =Q(+ p m+1 N 0 ) for any m 0, then (ZÂp 
Proof. Let M be the maximal ideal of the local ring
Define:
[9, Proposition 7.6]), and
Proof. All the roots of | m ÂT are [`&1]`# + p m" [1] , and G p (|/ &1 ,`&1) {0 for these`(cf. [9, Theorem 7.13]). So, G p (|/ &1 , T) and | m ÂT are relatively prime. Further, we can show
Since X$ / is a finitely generated torsion 4 / -module, there is the following exact sequence.
with a finite 4 / -module Z and Proof. This can be proved by the same method as in [9, Lemma 13.7 and Lemma 13.10]. K
The rest of the section is devoted to the proof of Proposition 4.5. First we will establish the following lemma. 
Now we will prove Proposition 4.5.
Proof of Proposition 4.5. We will choose inductively r j and h j , and we choose a prime \ j of F m above r j whose projection into A(F m ) / is c j . So, suppose we have chosen r 1 , ..., r j&1 , \ 1 , ..., \ j&1 and h 1 , ..., h j&1 . From h j&1 # T n j&1 / , we can write h j&1 = n 1, n | n j&1 g n $(n) / with g n # R m/ . By Theorem 3.3, we can choose a prime * of F m lying above a rational prime l#1 (mod Mp 2(m+1)++ N 0 n j&1 ) and whose projection into A(F m ) / is c j . Then we have the elements [}(n, *) | n 1 and
Key Lemma 4.8. There is an R m/ -homomorphism :
Proof. Let L be the group of fractional ideals of F m , and write
L l, / is free of rank one over 4 m/ , and is generated by (* 1) / where * is a prime of F m above l.
For any n 1 such that n|n j&1 , from Proposition 3.1, we have such that 'h j&1 = f j z, this z is uniquely defined because 4 m/ Âf j 4 m/ is finite from the exact sequence (VV) and Lemma 4.7. Define : W Ä R m/ by (x;)=xz for all x # R m/ . We will show that it is well defined. Namely, we will show that x;=0 implies xz=0. Suppose x;=0, then from (4.8.1), we have
On the other hand, from f i h i ='h i&1 for 1 i j&1, we have
Finally, we will determine h j # T n j / . From Theorem 3.3 (iii), there is a u # (ZÂM ) _ such that u (;)=. \ j (;), so from the definition of ; we have u ( ;)= :
n | n j&1 n 1 g n . \ j (}(n, *)) in R m/ .
By Theorem 3.2, for each n 1 with n | n j&1 , we have . \ j (}(n, *))#$(nr j ) / (mod $(n) / (ZÂM)[Gal(F m ÂQ)] / ) .
Hence, u ( ;)# :
Since u is invertible, we have ( ;) # T n j / . Define h j = ( ;), then we have f j h j ='h j&1 . This completes the proof of Proposition 4.5. K
